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1. Introduction 
ln the present note let f(め，ー∞くt<-ト∞， be Lebesgue integrable on the interval 
(0，1) and periodic with period 1. Then we put， for every positive integerム
k 
F，(t， f)=す2f(:fサ〕
which is known as the Riemann-sum of the function f(t). 
ln [2] B. Jessen has proved that if 7lk 1/"十[， then we have， for almost a11 t， 
(1. 1) lim F71，(t， f) = I f(t)dt. 
k→∞ d 
Since then various sufficient conditions of (1. 1) for an increasing sequence {nk} 
without assuming any arithmetical property have been given， but in the case where 
/ぐt)巴Ll' (0， 1) the essential point is to deduce from them the converg開 ceof the 
series 手J¥Pn，川)-ffC~めどf川
conditions we have， for almost a11 t， 
lim.Fn!，(t+Iz， f)= I f(めどlt，
k → .J 。
where {l1k} is any sequence of real numbers. (c園f.[1]). 
On the oth百rhand it is not known whether or not there exists a function o:f the class 
L2 (0， 1) such that its Riemann-sum does not converge to the integral almost 
告verywhere.
The purpose of this note is to prov告 th邑 following
Theorem. Let {1Z/c} be any increasing sequence of prime numbers. Then there exist 
a sequence of real numbers {llk} and a function f(t) of the class Ll'CO， 1) for any 
p乙1such that the translated Riemann-sum F"，(t+lz/c， f) diverges almost everywhere 
1n t呂sk→+∞*7:-) 
2. Proof of the theorem 
1n this paragraph we prov日 thetheorem. Let us put， for止=1，2，……，
持) Mathematical Institnte， Faculty of Science， Kanazawa University 
骨持) 1n the same way we can prove this theorem for the case where {1lk} is any increasing 
sequence of positive integers. (c. f. [4J) 
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ak = (2k-1 log-2(忌
and 
k 
(2. 1') N，=fl n"，. 
Then by the above definitions， the sefIes 宮内 cos2nNmt converges to司 function の
m=l 
for almost a11 t which belongs to the class L託0，1) for any T乙1(c. L [6J). On the 
other hand since 1Z" is a prime number， we have 
(2. 2) f) = 2j am cos 2nN"，/. 
m=k 
Further let us consider the sequence {F叫(to
邑xpanda11 real 凹 mb告白川。三三x三1，呂sfollows; 
for any fixed to， O~to三五1 ， and 
x=さコ仇(x')N/c-l ('fk(X) =0， 1，……， nk-1)， 
and put 
(2. 3) ヂ間十l(X)刃-~m+l， 
(2. 3') H，刈かskdyuEmwω+ん to}-[1ωs 2n{O 
Then by (2. 1)， (2，3) and the r色lation
I cos +ゆ-cos2π{Oぷゆ+Nふん}1 <2mz;;;!rl <2π+1)-1， 
we have， 
(2. 4) 




where A i8 a constant ind邑pendentof to・Since 1S a sequence of independent 
functions， by (2. 3) [α岬 cos 2n{D同 +N叫ん}] is a1so a sequenc号 。find色pend岳民t
functions. Applying the lemma of A. N. Kolmogoroff [む toH，(t。ω，we obtain 
(2. 5) I (O:Cx孟1，Hk (to ， > 1) 1 =十四.
By (2. 4) and (2. 5)， we have for anyε(0くεく1)
(2. 手1(O:Cx<l， F +x，f) > 1一ε)1=十四@
Next let どの}be a sequence of independent random variables on a probability space 
(52， B， Jつand for 缶百ch忌
(2. 7 )ω〉くx}=ζr， for O<x<1. 
By (2. 6) and (2. we have 
2jP{F叫(10十九(ω))>1-e}=十四，
k 
and this implies， by thεBorel-Cantelli's lemma， 
P {lim Fn，(to十九〔ω))>l-e}=1。
k+∞ 
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Since 10 in (2. 8) is arbitrary， there exists a point白)0 such that 
(2. 9) i (O<t<l， lim Ftz，(t+h(ω。))>1ー ε)1=1. 
1''∞ 
If we put Ilk =tk(ω。)， then by (2.2) (2.9) and the fact that lim I F;，，(t十Ilk，f)dt=Oフ
k!-+c。、/“
we can prove the theorem. 
We can not seen that there exist a bounded function.f(め anda sequence of real 
numbers 川 suchthat Fk(t+h"，.f) does not converge to fi(似 almosteverywhere 
in t as k→+∞. 
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